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— It’s About Time! —

by Scott Kellam

Give Your Home A Little TLC
Can a Quick Check Up Get You a
Quick Check?

This is a short list of what we’ll check
for you in a pre-season checkup:

As cooler weather moves in, your
home heating system begins to
wake up from a nap that started last
spring. (Occasionally I felt that same
way myself!)

Check out the condensate drain. If
this drain gets clogged, it could cause
leaks and high humidity in your home.
This is one of our largest emergency
service calls!

As you’d expect, once
called into action,
there are some old
stiff joints that need
lubricating, and some
crusty parts that
need to be cleaned.
After all, your home
comfort system depends on delivering
three main goals: comfort, safety,
and efficiency.
All of those depend on making sure
your system is cleaned and tuned
before the season gets underway. If
done properly, your system doesn’t
have to work as hard, which saves
you money all winter by having a
smaller energy bill. It’s like the furnace
writing you a check back for taking
care of it!

My Word

Inspect fuel
connections. They
can become loose
and cause hazardous
fumes or start a fire.
A seasonal checkup
ensures these
connections are safe.
Apply lubricant to moving parts.
Over time, moving parts may
produce friction or build up debris.
We’ll lubricate the moving pieces
to ensure you save energy and
stay comfortable.
There are many benefits to a
seasonal fall checkup, each important
in maintaining an efficient and
comfortable home. Before the cold
and busy months set in, give us a call
to help you prepare!

Visit www.kellammechanical.com for more great ideas to keep your home running smoothly. And if
you need any help, give us a call.

Hello
Friends,
While in
school, I learned a lot
– I don’t always remember the specifics that
showed up in the textbooks, but somewhere
along the way, some basics have stuck with me.
For example, there will
always be someone who
knows more than I do.
And there will always be
someone I can help.
Our team is committed
to learning more ways
we can make your home
…continued on page 4

Your Quick Call Comfort Hotline:

757-430-0358

kellammechanical.com
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— THE 5 —

5 Smart Steps
to Selling Your
Car Yourself
— H O M E H E A LT H —
paints, pesticides and solvents
are stored in airtight containers.

How We Can
All Reduce
Pollution… Today

Most people would probably

•

Inspect your appliances
regularly. Inspecting heating
and cooling systems can
help reduce the emissions
of harmful gases into the air
both inside and outside your
home. Have a professional
(like us!) check your home
comfort system in the fall and
in the spring.

•

Look at things in terms
of your physical health.
Exposure to air pollution can
aggravate asthma, lead to
potential lung damage, and
cause coughing or shortness
of breath. That’s not fun
for anyone.

associate words like “city” and
“traffic” with air pollution. But
according to the Environmental
Protection Agency, what we do
inside our homes can be polluting
the air both indoors and outside.
So, consider the following tips for
reducing air pollution.
•

•

Recycle. Local recycling
centers accept electronics,
paper, organic…you name it!
Charities will accept any of
those that are still usable.
Properly dispose of common
household items. Many items
around the house can be very
harmful to the environment
if not disposed of or stored
properly. Make sure your

Creating an EcoFriendly Lifestyle

30% Energy Savings
$30 off diagnostic fee
15% off repairs
Never an overtime charge
Reduced failure rates
Extends equipment life

Regardless of the size of your

Call Kellam Mechanical today at
757-430-0358 to ask how to get
your $90 rebate from Va. Power
with your heat pump maintenance.
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Still, that means on a
$22,000 car (which is the
‘average’ used car price
in the U.S.), that’s about
four grand you could
save by following a few
simple steps.
Here’s a start:

— WEIRD SCIENCE —

Annual comfort system
maintenance program
•
•
•
•
•
•

To learn more about controlling
the air pollution in your home,
give us a call. We’ll help you –
and your family – breathe easier
this season.

O

kay, the easy way is to
take it to a local dealer and
say, “Here it is. Now pay me
for it!” And they will… less
about 20% of what they’ll
sell it for. But hey, that’s
their job and they’re good
at it.
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home or type of fuel your car
uses, you can still make smart
environmental choices. Here’s
how to make going green add a
little green back to your wallet:

Collect rainwater in a plastic barrel and use it to hydrate outdoor
plants – home kits are available.
Use dishes instead of disposable plates and cups for
parties. If you don’t quite have
enough, borrow extras from a
family member or neighbor’s
dish collection.

1) Calculate the Sale
Price.

— REAL GOOD FOOD —

Time to Soup Up

The car site kbb.com
has an appraisal tool
that determines a
vehicle’s worth. Add
$1,000-$1,500 to allow
for negotiation.
2) Market Your Car.
Take some glory shots
of your detailed ride and
write a description that
gives details on the car
and how awesome this
ride has been for you,
plus your asking price.
You can run ads locally,
or park it at a public sale
lot for more exposure,
using your ad as a sign
in the window.
3) Show and Negotiate.
Meet a potential buyer
for a test drive during
the daytime and in
public. There should be
minimal negotiations if
conditions are met, but
10% is an appropriate
standard.
4) Finalize the Sale.
5) Go shopping!

Join the Freecycle Network. This online forum
is a place to post items
to give away and look
for items you need.
Reduce wasted food by
purchasing only what
you can consume and
saving leftovers for later.

Produced by simmering vegetables,
aromatics (like herbs) and bones,
stock is the best go-to as a base
for soups, stews and sauces. Stock
adds complex, robust flavor to any
recipe it touches, despite having
little or no salt.

As the weather gets cooler,

Though less rich and flavorful, go
it’s time to fill up on warm hearty
for store-bought broth if you’re not
soups. Homemade
ready to commit
options can often
to hours in the
GO, GO GADGET
be healthier,
kitchen.
THERMOSTAT!
and tastier,
Gadget lovers! Introducing
than canned
Bouillon, a cube
the futuristic Ecobee
alternatives,
or granule form
Programmable Wi-fi
but how do you
Thermostat. Comfort any home
of dehydrated
or business remotely via your
get started?
stock, is often
smart device with free Ecobee
Here are three
processed with
apps and updates. It learns
common options
MSG, large
your comfort patterns all while
for preparing
amounts of
saving you an average of 26%
the base of your
on energy bills! Call Kellam
sodium or other
Mechanical
for
installation
at
soups and sauces
additives. Use it
757-430-0358.
only in a pinch.
this season:
©2014

— BUCKLE DOWN —

Kellam
Mechanical Earns
Energy Star
Building Rating
In April 2014,
the Environment
Protection
Agency
recognized
the Kellam
Mechanical
building with
the Energy
Star certification. Scott Kellam,
president commented: “Through
this achievement, we have
demonstrated our commitment
to positive environmental efforts
while also lowering our energy

costs. I am proud to share that
Kellam Mechanical is the first and
only heating and air conditioning
residential contractor in the
state of Virginia to achieve this
accreditation. We not only promote
green products and practices,
we live it every day.” Scott
Kellam constructed the building
in 2007 with energy efficiency
on the forefront. With the highly
efficient geothermal system,
lighting and effective insulation,
we use 35% less energy and
release 35% less carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere than typical
buildings. The benchmark for this
certification is 75% and Kellam
scored at an impressive 89% on
efficiency. Know someone who
wants better household efficiency?
Tell ‘em Kellam!
3

My Word
more comfortable. Sometimes
we do this in a classroom setting of our own, but often we
learn as we serve.
We are committed to sharing
our knowledge with you whenever you have a concern. Why?
The comfort and safety of your
family is our top priority. Just
give us a call!

…continued from page 1
And remember to check out
the special offers in this newsletter for some big savings. If
you aren’t able to use them,
then Tell ‘em Kellam by sharing
these great offers with neighbors, family and friends.

Scott Kellam

—

QUICK TIPS

—

Are there too many plastic

bags stuffed into your kitchen
or pantry? Plastic bags can be
useful, but they often take up a
lot of space. Just place them in
an empty wet-wipes container or
Kleenex box. This will keep your
home and kitchen organized and
clutter-free.

2536 Horse Pasture Road
Virginia Beach, VA 23453

757-430-0358

Smart & simple ways to enrich your home living. LIC#: 39134A

PRE SEASON GAS SAFETY INSPECTION
So…you love your gas appliances because they are so efficient?
But, you’ve got to be careful. If not properly maintained, carbon
monoxide leaks can be a silent killer. No need to worry, here’s
what you do: Call Kellam Mechanical to schedule a NATE
certified technician to perform a thorough gas safety inspection
of all of your gas appliance piping to ensure a safe and warm
winter season for your home...
*Furnace *Boiler *Water heater *Stove *Fireplace *Dryer
Gas Safety Inspection…ONLY $69 Safe Family…Priceless!
AND…take $25 off carbon monoxide detector
Call Kellam Mechanical at 757-430-0358
www.kellammechnanical.com
Know someone who needs a gas safety inspection?
*Limited to the first 45 callers and offer ends 10/31/14
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Fast Fix

Are you being swarmed by mosquitoes

while enjoying the crisp fall air? A dryer
sheet is a quick and great smelling
solution. Just tuck it in your pocket and
enjoy the freshly scented protection. Not
only will the mosquitoes leave you alone,
but this cheap, quick fix smells much
better than most spray repellents.

